1Pace Plaza

The elevators on the West wing (Frankfort Street side) will no longer stop on the B-Level or 1st floor of 1 Pace Plaza. **Elevator Access to the C – level and floors 2 – 6 will be available at all times from these elevator banks.** The **emergency exit discharge for the west stair wells** is located on the B-Level. The **emergency exit discharge for the north stair wells** (front entrance) will be on the 1st floor. These egress points are **ONLY** for emergency evacuation. The south stairwell (courtyard) exit discharge is located on the B-level and can be used to access upper floors or exit during normal operating hours.

The Spruce St. sidewalk will be closed beginning, Monday, July 17th. Pedestrian circulation on Spruce St. will shift to the temporary passage that is currently being built. Please be sure to follow all construction signs that will be in place directing traffic.

Abatement on the B-Level continues and will begin on the first floor the week of July 17th. Mobilization of the first floor abatement is underway as the construction walls are being built to protect the members of the Pace community from the construction zone. Please adhere to all construction signage.

ADA access will remain in place at the new temporary courtyard entrance through July 26th. Members of the Pace community with proper Pace identification may enter through the temporary courtyard entrance as well. Please direct all visitors to the 3 Spruce St. Entrance to check in at the Security desk. ADA access will shift to a new temporary entrance closer to Gold St. beginning July 27th.

Please note that the Frankfort lot is closed. Please refrain from securing bicycles in the lot. Please secure all bicycles on the bike racks behind 1 Pace Plaza on Gold St.

41 Park Row

Abatement work continues and will be complete by July 25th. The construction management team is mobilizing for demolition to begin the construction work in 41 Park Row.

**Please note that some of the work is weather permitted and can be subject to change. We will notify the community with any major changes.**